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On Saturday, September 23rd. 102.3 KJLH, California State Senator Steve Bradford and Cal State Dominguez Hills are joining forces to present an impactful day of dialog...The EMPOWERMENT Summit

102.3 KJLH, the #1 Urban format radio station on the West coast, has served as the voice of the community for more than 50 years. Dedicated to delivering the very best in entertainment for our listeners, we are also committed to providing much needed information and resources to the communities we serve.
Veterans Affairs:

KJLH is partnering with Metro’s Veterans division to host an array of community partners dedicated to serve the veterans in our communities. This will one stop show of resources provided by VA approved vendors, the Red Cross organization who will be on-site taking blood pressure, and donations, employment vendors, and other Health and Wellness organizations not affiliated with the VA.

Millennials in the Church:

Dynamic ministers from Southern California will speak on what Millennials are looking for in a church home. Are churches keeping up with the times...are they touching on important topics that this generation is looking for? What are young men looking for in today’s church?
How to survive in South Central:

Representatives from several law firms (including the Cochran firm), and top brass from local law enforcement agencies, will be on hand to discuss issues effecting our communities. This will be a great dialog between professionals who want to interact with the community, and a great opportunity to join the conversation.

Mentorship:

KJLH is proud to partner with several mentor organizations, including the CSUDH Male Success Alliance program (MSA). In collaboration with 18 local middle schools and high schools, MSA aims to improve educational outcomes for young men of color through programs and services that include academics enrichment, character development, mentoring, college access and success programs. We can also tie fraternity auxiliary organizations, churches, etc.
Legends of the Game:

Laker legend Byron Scott, Hall of Famer Paul Pierce, NBA Ballers Reggie Theus and Olden Polynice are just a few who are confirmed to be on-hand to discuss sports, life and balance. It will be a fun, interactive conversation happening in the campus theater at the Empowerment Summit!
Morning inspirational speaker DeVon Franklin.

DeVon Franklin is an award-winning Film & TV producer, best selling author, in-demand preacher and motivational speaker. A recognized authority on spirituality, faith and the entertainment business, DeVon is committed to using the power of media as an inspirational tool.

As featured guest on Oprah’s “Super Sunday” series, CBS TV “The Doctor’s”, and several other TV shows, DeVon will bring that fire and passion to the Empowerment Summit, ready to fire the troops up!
EMPOWERMENT Summit Features:

A live broadcast from 9a – 1p hosted by Guy Black, featuring the “Men of KJLH”

Award winning producer, Motivational speaker, preacher DeVon Franklin will lead an inspirational kick off the morning of the event!

Breakfast served during registration

Themed panels throughout the day

Job fair

Veteran initiatives

Health Vendors and mobile units

“Legends on the game” panel in the theater!